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Innovative drive and automation solutions 
for the automotive industry 
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2 Automotive industry 

Getting the automotive industry in motion

Production in the automotive industry is based on “just-in-time” (JIT) and “just-in-sequence” 

(JIS) processes for material provision and manufacturing. Just in time production cannot 

afford any downtimes. Each stop and each outage causes high follow-up costs.  

SEW-EURODRIVE aims at preventing such events in the first place. This is why the global 

player is working every day on expanding its extensive product and service portfolio for the 

automotive industry.

The key to a tangible competitive edge are in- 
novative, safe, and energy-efficient concepts 
and products. From the comprehensive modular 
system of drive elements to the pre-defined 
packages to the individual MAXOLUTION® 
system solutions – SEW-EURODRIVE has the 
right components. 

The drive specialist focuses on the topics  
“energy efficiency” and “safety technology” in 
particular with products specifically designed for 
this purpose. Its energy-efficient solutions make 
a sustainable contribution to meeting the Euro-
pean climate target of reducing CO

2 emissions 
by 20 to 25 per cent over the next ten years.

Drive technology “made by SEW-EURODRIVE” 
has played a vital role in ensuring smooth 
 processes in the automotive production.  
SEW-EURODRIVE is a family-owned, internation-
ally successful business with roughly 16,000 

employees and sales of more than  EUR 2.7 bil-
lion. With 77 Drive Technology Centers and 15 
production plants in 51 countries, we make sure 
that the world keeps moving. And we’ve been 
doing that for over 85 years.



3 Product portfolio for final assembly 

The skillet conveyor system is an assembly of 
lined up skillets that continuously pass through 
various work stations. Each skillet is equipped 
with a lift table, to which power is supplied via 
contactless energy transfer, for example. This 
system solution positions the car bodies in ergo-
nomic working heights at the different work sta-
tions. The drive solutions from SEW-EURODRIVE 
ensure a high degree of availability, short run-
up times of the controller, standardization, and 
highly reliable electronics at all times.

SEW-EURODRIVE products for your  
application
–  Decentralized (in this application mobile) drive 

and positioning controller MOVIPRO® for the 
hoist axis

–  Contactless energy transfer system  
MOVITRANS® (optional)

–  Gearmotors on the basis of the modular  
motor system (DR.. series) in efficiency  
classes IE1, IE2, and IE3

–  Communication via Wireless Network  
Installation (WNI)

–  Safety concept for the hoist drive
–  Parameterizable plant software MOVIVISION®

–  Decentralized drive solutions for the  
stationary drives

Skillet conveyor system 3 5

SEW-EURODRIVE knows the processes in automobile production. Be it the press shop, 

body frame, motor plant, paint shop or final assembly – SEW-EURODRIVE offers individual 

and reliable automation solutions for every challenge. A few examples of application  

solutions from SEW-EURODRIVE for final assembly are presented below.

Visionary solutions from SEW-EURODRIVE for the  
automotive industry

Modularity and careful use of resources are 
prerequisites for efficient materials handling. 
No trouble at all with drive technology from 
SEW-EURODRIVE. Be it simple conveyor tasks 
or complex conveyor systems, roller convey-
ors or SKID conveyor technology: The modular 
SEW-EURODRIVE materials handling technology 
system provides a perfect and efficient solution 
that can be flexibly adapted to individual require-
ments in any application.

SEW-EURODRIVE products for your  
application
–  Mechatronic drive system MOVIGEAR®

–  Decentralized drive controller MOVIFIT®

–  The tried and tested SEW-EURODRIVE  
modular system

–  MAXOLUTION® conveyor line

Materials handling technology 1 2 6
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SKID rotary table

SKID materials handling 
technology

Skillet conveyor system

Overhead trolley system 
for light loads

Scissor lift table

Roller conveyor

Overhead trolley system 
for heavy loads 

Automated guided  
vehicle system
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The illustrated application options for SEW-EURODRIVE 

products may be shown in simplified or generalized form. 

Whether a product is suitable for a specific application or 

operating condition must be checked for each individual 

case in advance on the basis of the currently applicable 

operating instructions.
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Automated guided vehicle systems (AGV) are 
nowadays used in many industry sectors to au-
tomate transportation processes. AGVs automate 
the in-house material flow or form the basis for 
flexible assembly processes. Their key advan-
tages over other automated logistics systems are 
their high degree of flexibility, no obstruction of 
floor space, standardization, and a high degree 
of efficiency.

SEW-EURODRIVE products for your  
application
–  Decentralized (in this application: mobile) drive 

and positioning controller MOVIPRO® for travel 
and hoist drives

–  Contactless energy transfer with MOVITRANS®  
–  Disengageable gearmotors for high wheel loads
–  Communication via Wireless Network  

Installation (WNI)
–  Parameterizable plant software MOVIVISION®

Automated guided vehicle system 8

6

The installation of a classical overhead trolley  
system requires extensive and complex technical 
equipment. Often, components are not specifi-
cally matched to each other. This is why these 
systems are not only time-consuming and cost-
intensive in the planning phase, they are also 
prone to errors during operation. The two-stage 
function class concept from SEW-EURODRIVE 
offers an alternative: intelligent or modular over-
head trolley systems that meet the increased 
economic requirements. 
Your advantages with drive technology from 
SEW-EURODRIVE: Simple startup and operation, 
increased safety, and above all reduced costs for 
installation and operation.  

SEW-EURODRIVE products for your  
application
–  Decentralized (in this application mobile) drive 

and positioning controller MOVIPRO® for light 
and heavy load applications

–  Contactless energy transfer system  
MOVITRANS® (optional)

–  Disengageable gearmotors for high wheel 
loads on the basis of the modular motor 
 system (DR.. series) in efficiency classes IE1, 
IE2, and IE3

–  Communication via Wireless Network  
Installation (WNI)

–  Parameterizable plant software MOVIVISION®

–  Decentralized drive solutions for the  
stationary drives

Overhead trolley system for light and heavy loads 4 7
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Our intelligent solutions offer a sustainable benefit also for your company. Whether you 

need pre-defined application solutions and individual system solutions – we deliver drive 

solutions that meet your specific requirements. The MAXOLUTION® system solutions are 

the basis for complex drive concepts that are tailored to your individual requirements.

 –  
individual system solutions for every movement

Comprising components ranging from electro-
mechanical drives and controllers to communi-
cation through to contactless energy transfer, 
MAXOLUTION® system solutions offer all the  
elements needed to implement customer- 
specific plant solutions. 

The SEW-EURODRIVE specialists have a high 
level of expertise in automotive engineering. 
Together with developers, sales staff and ser-
vice engineers, they form order-specific project 
teams. In this way, SEW-EURODRIVE provides 
optimized support from the quotation stage 
through to final acceptance: Competent and fast, 
straightforward and comprehensive.

8 Customized solutions 

Individual MAXOLUTION® system solutions

System expertise, 

consulting 

expertise

Concept  

development,  

project planning

Technology  

modules 

Project  

management and 

processing 

Startup, accept-

ance, production 

monitoring 

System  

documentation

Training,  

maintenance



 

For the conversion of a production line in hall 12 
of the Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg, 30 auto-
mated guided vehicles (AGV) for cockpit assem-
bly had to be equipped with the MOVITRANS® 
system for contactless energy transfer within a 
very narrow time frame.  

The project was realized by the specialist de-
partments of Volkswagen and SEW-EURODRIVE 
together. The tool-making department of VW 
was responsible for the vehicle mechanics. 
SEW-EURODRIVE supplied the entire drive sys-
tem with the MAXOLUTION® system solution for 
automated guided vehicles (AGV) including the 
contactless energy transfer system  
MOVITRANS®.  

In this way, all the requirements for the  
transportation system were fulfilled, because 
MAXOLUTION® includes all necessary elements 
for implementing such systems. They range from 
planning and configuration to all electrical and 
mechatronic components through to startup 
support, installation supervision and after-sales 
services. 
Despite the very tight schedule – three months 
from planning to realization (SOP) – and the 

complexity of the project, the plant was ready for 
operation even before the scheduled date.  
Helmut Wiegmink of Volkswagen was impressed: 
“Usually, we start up the systems ourselves. But 
as this system was new for us, SEW-EURODRIVE 
performed the complete startup procedure.  
Everything went absolutely smoothly; the co-
operation between all the people involved was 
excellent.”

Efficient cockpit  

assembly at the VW plant 

in Wolfsburg with the 

MAXOLUTION® system 

solution from  

SEW-EURODRIVE

MAXOLUTION® system solutions for  

maximum success
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Going the energy-efficient way with  

Due to rising energy prices, a stricter legal and normative framework, and a growing 

environmental awareness, energy-efficient drive technology has become an increasingly 

important issue. SEW-EURODRIVE has recognized this trend early on and offers energy-

saving solutions tailored to the application with the effiDRIVE® concept.

MOVIGEAR® – energy-efficiency through innovation

Up to 50% of the energy costs can be saved

The mechatronic drive system MOVIGEAR® com-
bines motor, gear unit and electronics in one 
product. With optimized interfaces between the 
inverter, motor and gear unit, minimized friction 
and current losses, and intelligent control modes, 
this system provides a higher overall efficiency 
level than any previously achieved, between  
10% and 25% above that of conventional drive 

solutions, and saves up to 50% of the energy 
costs. Special properties of the mechatronic  
MOVIGEAR® drive system for implementation in 
the automotive industry:
–  Single line network installation for reduced 

wiring effort
–  MOVIGEAR® binary or AS-Interface for simple 

and stand-alone applications

–  Integrated safety function STO  
(Safe Torque Off)

–  Local operation
–  Pluggable sensor and power cables

Energy-saving properties of the mechatronic MOVIGEAR® drive system

4   Use of a drive system with high 
overall efficiency

–  Highest motor efficiency due to permanent-field synchronous motor. 
Already now, the motor efficiency complies with the planned efficiency 
class IE4 (Super Premium Efficiency) of the international standard  
IEC 60034-T30.

–  Use of an efficiency-optimized parallel-shaft helical gear unit
–  Increased efficiency due to new electronic components and adjusted 

control mode

4    Energy-efficient selection of  
options

–  When using the dynamic deceleration function DynaStop®, no  
energy is needed to release the mechanical brake. Based on the  
motor output, this saves up to 5% of power.

4       Dimensioning in line with    
demand

–  High overload capability allows for dimensioning in line with demand – 
lower installed system power with higher overall efficiency

effiDRIVE® energy-saving concept10
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Being a specialist in drive technology means we never stop moving. In addition to 

constantly optimizing our own processes, we therefore also offer a comprehensive range 

of services along your entire value chain. This defines the approach to adopt, while our 

services focus on the relevant process steps.

Services throughout the value creation chain

Engineering & selection

Startup & maintenance

Inquiry & order

Delivery & material flow

www.sew-eurodrive.de/engineering-selection

www.sew-eurodrive.de/startup-maintenance

www.sew-eurodrive.de/inquiry-order

www.sew-eurodrive.de/delivery-material-flow

–  Engineering consulting
– Engineering tools
– Training from SEW-EURODRIVE
– Safety services
– Energy consulting

–  24h Service Hotline
–  Installation Consulting Service
–  Startup Service
–  Inspection and Maintenance Service
–  etc. 

–  Shopping cart
– Transaction overview
– Electronic data interchange (EDI)
– Electronic invoicing

– Electronic delivery notification
– Intelligent material flow with DriveTag
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Driving the world
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How we’re driving the world

SEW-EURODRIVE is right there for you: 

SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
P. O. Box 30 23
76642 Bruchsal/Germany
Tel. +49 7251 75-0
Fax +49 7251 75-1970
sew@sew-eurodrive.com

i www.sew-eurodrive.com

Argentina
Tel. +54 3327 4572-84 
Fax +54 3327 4572-21 
sewar@sew-eurodrive.com.ar

Australia
Tel. +61 3 9933-1000 
Fax +61 3 9933-1003 
enquires@sew-eurodrive.com.au

Austria
Tel.  +43 1 617 55 00-0 
Fax +43 1 617 55 00-30 
sew@sew-eurodrive.at

Belarus
Tel. +375 17 298 47 56 
Fax +375 17 298 47 54 
sales@sew.by

Belgium
Tel. +32 16 386-311 
Fax +32 16 386-336 
info@sew-eurodrive.be

Brazil
Tel. +55 19 3835-8000 
sew@sew.com.br

Cameroon
Tel. +237 233 39 02 10 
Fax +237 233 39 02 10 
sew@sew-eurodrive.cm

Canada
Tel. +1 905 791-1553 
Fax +1 905 791-2999 
marketing@sew-eurodrive.ca

Chile
Tel. +56 2 2757 7000 
Fax +56 2 2757 7001 
ventas@sew-eurodrive.cl

China
Tel. +86 22 25322612 
Fax +86 22 25323273 
info@sew-eurodrive.cn

Colombia
Tel. +57 1 54750-50 
Fax +57 1 54750-44 
sew@sew-eurodrive.com.co

Czech Republic
Tel. +420 255 709 601 
Fax +420 235 350 613 
sew@sew-eurodrive.cz

Denmark
Tel. +45 43 95 8500 
Fax +45 43 95 8509 
sew@sew-eurodrive.dk

Finland
Tel. +358 201 589-300 
Fax +358 3 780-6211 
sew@sew.fi

France
Tel. +33 3 88 73 67 00 
Fax +33 3 88 73 66 00 
sew@usocome.com

Ghana
Tel. +233 303 963 772 
info@sew-eurodrive.com.gh

Great Britain
Tel. +44 1924 893-855 
Fax +44 1924 893-702 
info@sew-eurodrive.co.uk

Hungary
Tel. +36 1 437 06-58 
Fax +36 1 437 06-50 
office@sew-eurodrive.hu

India
Tel. +91 265 3045200 
Fax +91 265 3045300 
marketing@seweurodriveindia.com

Italy
Tel. +39 02 96 9801 
Fax +39 02 96 980 999 
sewit@sew-eurodrive.it 

Ivory Coast
Tel. +225 21 21 81 05 
Fax +225 21 25 30 47 
info@sew-eurodrive.ci

Japan
Tel. +81 538 373811 
Fax +81 538 373814 
sewjapan@sew-eurodrive.co.jp

Kazakhstan
Tel. +7 727 350 5156 
Fax +7 727 350 5156 
sew@sew-eurodrive.kz

Kenya
Tel. +254 791 398840 
info@sew.co.ke

Malaysia
Tel. +60 7 3549409 
Fax +60 7 3541404 
sales@sew-eurodrive.com.my

Mexico
Tel. +52 442 1030-300  
Fax +52 442 1030-301 
scmexico@seweurodrive.com.mx

Morocco
Tel. +212 522 88 85 00  
Fax +212 522 88 84 50 
sew@sew-eurodrive.ma

Netherlands
Tel. +31 10 4463-700 
Fax +31 10 4155-552 
info@sew-eurodrive.nl

New Zealand
Tel. +64 9 2745627 
Fax +64 9 2740165 
sales@sew-eurodrive.co.nz

Norway
Tel. +47 69 24 10 20 
Fax +47 69 24 10 40 
sew@sew-eurodrive.no

Paraguay
Tel. +595 991 519695 
Fax +595 21 3285539 
sewpy@sew-eurodrive.com.py

Peru
Tel. +51 1 3495280 
Fax +51 1 3493002 
sewperu@sew-eurodrive.com.pe

Poland
Tel. +48 42 293 00 00 
Fax +48 42 293 00 49 
sew@sew-eurodrive.pl

Portugal 
Tel. +351 231 20 9670 
Fax +351 231 20 3685 
infosew@sew-eurodrive.pt
Russia
Tel. +7 812 3332522 
Fax +7 812 3332523 
sew@sew-eurodrive.ru
Singapore
Tel. +65 68621701 
Fax +65 68612827 
sewsingapore@sew-eurodrive.com
Slovakia
Tel. +421 2 33595 202 
Fax +421 2 33595 200 
sew@sew-eurodrive.sk
South Africa
Tel. +27 11 248 7000 
Fax +27 11 248 7289 
info@sew.co.za
South Korea
Tel. +82 31 492-8051 
Fax +82 31 492-8056 
master.korea@sew-eurodrive.com
Spain
Tel. +34 94 4318470 
Fax +34 94 4318471 
sew.spain@sew-eurodrive.es
Sweden
Tel. +46 36 34 42 00 
Fax +46 36 34 42 80 
jonkoping@sew.se
Switzerland 
Tel. +41 61 41717-17 
Fax +41 61 41717-00 
info@imhof-sew.ch
Tanzania
Tel. +255 22 277 5780 
Fax +255 22 277 5788 
info@sew.co.tz
Thailand
Tel. +66 38 454281 
Fax +66 38 454288 
sewthailand@sew-eurodrive.com

Turkey
Tel. +90 262 999 1000-04 
Fax +90 262 999 1009 
sew@sew-eurodrive.com.tr
Ukraine
Tel. +380 56 370 3211 
Fax +380 56 372 2078 
sew@sew-eurodrive.ua
United Arab Emirates
Tel.  +971 4 8806461 
Fax +971 4 8806464 
info@sew-eurodrive.ae
Uruguay
Tel. +598 2 2118189 
Fax +598 2 2118190 
sewuy@sew-eurodrive.com.uy
USA 
Tel. +1 864 439-7537 
Fax +1 864 439-7830 
cslyman@seweurodrive.com 
Uzbekistan 
Tel. +998 71 2359411 
Fax +998 71 2359412 
sew@sew-eurodrive.uz
Venezuela
Tel. +58 241 832-9804 
Fax  +58 241 838-6275 
ventas@sew-eurodrive.com.ve
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